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Viet Nom Expert
Critical of Policy
(Continued from page 1)
ua!ly increased over a period of
about two years until all Americans have left the country, he
said.
"If the people of South Vietnam support Thieu we don't have
anything to worry about. If they
don't I don't believe we can save
it. If you can convince me that
the Vietnamese support their government I will say, stay there,"
he concluded.
HOWEVER, DR. Adolf is convinced that the South Vietnamese
people have nQ faith in their government. "In eight months I
never met a Vietnamese who said
he would support the government
of South VietNam, unless he was
a government official or a member
of the military."
"A government official, trained in the United States, told me
'There isn't a single program in
this country that's worth the
paper it's written on', but they
are making a great attempt at
education, which the people want
very much. Education may be the
long-run hope of Viet Nam, although the people may get educated in spite of the government,
not because of it,'' he said.

ernment as an enemy, because
their only contacts with it are
through taxation and the draft,
Dr. Adolf said. The people have
much experience in self-government on the local level and distrust national government, he
added.
"But the sooner Viet Nam can
be controlled by a civilian government the better off it will be,"
he asserted.
The professor said that the old
Constituent Assembly, elected in
September, 1966, and replaced
early this year, was composed of
busin!essmen, professional men,
and military men, although 85
percent of the population are
peasants.
"Until we find some way to
bring the peasant into the government he will continue to fight,
and he will fight to the death,"
Dr. Adolf said. "So far we have
failed utterly in making any
kind of significant contact with
the Vietnamese people."

VIETNAMESE peasants, like
all Asians, view the central gov-

Teacher Program
Needs Graduates
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College graduates are needed
for New Mexico State University's Teacher Corps program.
Students with a bachelor's de. gree in any subject matter area,
except those with elementary
teaching certificates can apply
and qualify by meeting New Mexico State entrance requirements.
The Teacher Corps unit from
the Las Cruces school will teach
half-days in the Ysleta school system in El Paso, Texas, and will
study three afternoons a week
at NMSU. Residence in El Paso
is required. Classes taught are
those of disadvantaged cllildren
in the elementary grades.
. After completing two years
with the Teacher Corps, the
teacher qualifies for a master of
arts degree in education from
NMSU and an elementary teaching certificate.
During the two years he receives $75 a week plus dependent
allowances, has his college fees
paid and receives limited mileage expenses to school.
Qualified men or women may
contact Alvin Clark, a Teacher
Corps team leader, at 900 Valencia SE, Apt. 10, or phone 2659487.

SeasoiL tickets for lectures by
ten or more outstanding speakers
on the UNM campus during the
next academic year are now available from the Popejoy Hall box
office.
The schedule for the series has
not been completed. Speakers will
be chosen from among the following: AI Capp, Sen. J. William
Fulbright, Sen. Ed~ard Kennedy,
George Wallace, Erxc Hoffer, Arthur Goldberg, Timothy ~aey,
Ayn Rand, Norman Vmcent
Peale, Mrs. Martin . Luther King,
William Sloan Coffi~, D.D., Melvin Belli, John Lmdsay, Chet
Huntley, Adam Clayton Powell,
Hugh Heffner, Bennett Cerf,
Pearl Buck, Billy Graham, Ro~
ert McNamara and Gen. LeWlS
Hershey.
$ T" k ts
Seasort tickets are 5. 1c e
to single events, when they are
• ble are $1.50 £or adults an
avax1a ,
•
. UNM t ·
$1 for school children.
s udents with activity tickets, facu}d stafl' members and then:'
~~r!ues will be admitted free.
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Fulbright May Speak
Devine, two coeds attending the summer session

SUMMER SCHOOL TENSION can be unbearable sometimes and the only way to relieve the
pressure is to soak up some of New Mexico's everpresent sunshine. Dawn Selman (front) and Teri

.at UNM, try to combine the books and the sun-

shine during a sunbathing study hall in front of
Santa Ana Women's dormitory.

Pre-Induction Physicals to Be Suspended
(Continued from page 1)
port adopted by an overwhelming
majority of the 720 delegates at
the meeting said individuals
shol!lld have the right to refrain
from participation in "particular
wars," such as the VietNam war,
on grounds of conscience.

The UNM Center for Community Action Services will conduct a
training program to meet statewide needs in community organization and development, made
possible through an $111,104
grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity, William W. McKinstry, director of the center,
announced today.
THE TRAINING program,
which will be conducted in Albuquerque, Santa Fe and several
northern New Mexico counties,
will train community action
boards and staff for community
organization.
Training will take place in
these areas and will provide intensive and extensive instruction
in conjunction with the identified
needs and plana discussed with
the local Community Action A~
sociations.
THE MAJOR GOAL. of the program is to increase the recognition and awareness of the impox:tance of working with the pom:
among the Community Action
Program agencies and to provide
training and orientation for that
purpose.
.
The result . of the training in
each area will be recorded and
documented for application in
other areas of the state.
"It is a technical assistance
program which will help demonstrate techniques of community
organiaztion," McKinstry said.

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
tt'• Cool lnildel
COIIIISelor Always on buly
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Listen to KUNM

present Selective Service regulations, whlch only permit CO exemptions for those who oppose all
war out of religious conviction.
The report said the principle of
selective conscientious objection
is essentially a question of human
rights.
The World Council of Churches
has 237 member denominations,
representing most major Protestant and
Eastern
Orthodox
churches throughout the world.

TAKE A GIFT

Center to Stage
Training Program

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

EXICO
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VIET NAM's upper class believes that peasants should fight
the war-Korean, Australian,
Thai, American, and Vietnamese
peasants, he continued. Dr Adolf
THE DELEGATES thus entaught in three South Vietnamese
universities and his students told dorsed the principle of selective
him that 'scholars don't fight consci1lntious objection, a catewhlch does ont exist under
wars, peasants do'.
"Communism is totally irrelevant to the peasantry fighting
this war. They know very little
and care nothlng about Communism,'' he said. Dr. Adolf said he
"never heard anything bad about
Decorative Luau Kih
Ho Chi Minh" in South Viet Nam.
plus a Iorge assortment of
"Ho is the only man national ill
cork and gloss floats,
character. In an honest election
shells and starfish
-if such a thing is possible-it
would be very difficult to find a
candidate who could beat him,"
Dr. Adolf asserted.
THE PEASANTS - soldiers,
refugees, ruined farmers and
small businessmen, mothers, and
children-are the real victims of
the war, he said. The commonly
held idea that Asians place Jittle
value on human life and are un6xl5 feel
affected by starvation, disease,
available in varied colors
and violent death is a myth, he
and mesh sizes
asserted.

Tickets Now on Sale
For Speaker Series

U11 3QvJ
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Lecture Series
Four Out of Ten
Set for '68-'69°.
Schedule of Tolks

LBJ Says Enemy
Using Paris Talks
For Propaganda
By TRAN VAN DINH
WASHINGTON (CPS)-President Johnson, in commenting
about the talks being held in
Paris between the United States
and the representatives of the
Democratic Republic of VietNam
(DRV, North VietNam), bas said
the North Vietnamese are using
the talks for "fantasy and propaganda."
Nguyen Thank .Le, spokesman
for the North Vietnamese del ega..
tion, answered the President by
mentioning the crisis of confidence in the United States, created
by the fact that "American leaders have lied too much and too
often." He also enumerated recent
developments to prove his point
and to prove that since March 31,
when President Johnson announced a partial de-escalation of the
bombing of North VietNam, the
United States has persistently escalated the war in VietNam:
• On May 3, the U.S. Command in Saigon sent a directive to
all U.S. field commanders calling
for an all-out effort, demanding
"victory at any price in the next
three months in order to give
more weight to the words of
A m e r i c a n representatives in
Paris." This has been confirmed
by the U.S. Command in Saigon
(New York Times, May 27, 1968).
• President Johnson asked for
a supplemental budget of $3.8
billion for the war in VietNam.
• The dispatch of 2500 more
troops from Thailand to South
Viet Nam.
U.S. Ambassador-at-Large W.
Averell Harriman insisted at the
Paris talks on May 31 that the
DRV must reciprocate if the U.S.
stops the bombing of its territory.
The DRV delegate, Minister of
State Xuan Thuy, proposed that
both sides publish the following
joint communique: "The U.S.
henceforth commits itself to cease
definitely the bombardment and
all other acts of war over the entire territory of the DRV. The
(Continued on page 4)
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DELEGATES TO THE NEW MEXICO High
School Press Association, meeting a:t UNM for 11
days. are from left Lynn Pierson, Roger J. Ruvolo,

Ceci Lovato, David Tyner, Ann Winccnciak and
acting editor Dennis Cone. (Photo by Miloglav .)

150 Affencling

Ul-l
• OSt S Ne w S Wo·rkh
s 0p
An 11-day ~ublication workshop for high school newspaper
staffs, yearbook staffs and beginning photographers will be held
through August 8 at UNM.
The workshop, sponsored by
the New Mexico Press Associ ation, will offer advanced, beginning and editors-in-chief seminars for newspa.pers and yearbooks.
WORKSHOP enrollment is expected to reach 150 compared to
102 from a six-state area last
year. Instructors at the seminar
will be outstanding high school
publication teachers from
throughout the Southwest. Counselors will be drawn from the
field of publication advisers in
New Mexico.
Special appearances will be
made by professional journalists
during the regular daily class
sessions, working on such topics
as editorials, sports, featura and
interview writing and advertising. Many professionals will be

serving as special convocation
speakers.
THE WORKSHOP will publish
a newspaper under the sponsorship of the UNM journalism department: Bill Smith, Albuquerque and Frank Goss, El Paso,
both associated with Paragon
Press, Montgomery Ala., will
sponsor the workshop yearbook.
The 16-page yearbook Vistas,
and The Dust Devil, the official
workshop newspaper, are both

edited and compiled by the students.
Plans include having a counselor for every 25 to 80 students,
a workshop nurse, health and accident insurance, and a soCial director for the students.
Don Strasner, Bernalillo high
newspaper sponsor, and Tony
Hillerman, UNM department of
j o u r n a I i s m, will assist Miss
Boughton this year with the
workshop.

Sen. J. William. Fulbright, Al
Capp, Melvin Belli, and Adam
Clayton Powell are four of the
ten or more speakers who will
tentatively appear at UNM during the 1968-69 lecture series,
"Other Voices-Other Drums"
the UNM Associated Students
announced Monday.
Sen. Fulbright is scheduled to
speak April 28, Capp will appear
here Sept. 18, Belli on Dec. 10
and Powell on Feb. 17.
T H R E E OTHER speakers
have agreed to participate in the
series sponsored by the student
government organization, although dates for their appearances have not yet been confirmed. Arthur Goldberg is tentatively scheduled to speak
March 6, and Norman Vincent
Peale on March 18.
Senator Fulbright, chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, is the leading critic
of U.S. policy in the Viet Nam
war.
Cap:p, the cartoonist who ereated "L'il Abner'' in 1934, has
used his Dogpatch characters to
become one of the country's best
known political satirists and socia! critics.
BELLI IS THE San Francisco
attorney who became best known
for his defense of Jack Ruby after Ruby shot and killed accused
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald. AI- ·
though Beili had lost only two of
20 murder defenses during the
ten years before the Ruby trial,
he is best known for his success
in personal injury trials. In over
(Continued on page 4)
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Under New Program

U NM Students to Teach
At Women's Job Center

Rattan Chests
avaifable in four sizes
plus other styles

Old Town Plaza
842-8022

Bas

Shop
2 Locations·

.Nymph Chait
available in two sizes
aptlanal cushion sbledion
children's chairs colso in stock

5318 Menau)
26S-5951
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Twelve UNM students will take
positions as student teaching assistants at the Albuquerque Job
Corps Center for Women under
a newly-developed program sponsored by the American Associa·
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education.
THE PROGRAM, entitled the
Professional Internship Program
to Train Inner City Teachers, is
for the purpose of working with
underprivileged students through
intensive case studies, tutoring,
counseling, and small class instruction.
To be eligible for the program,
students must (1) have completed
at least two years o.f college work
(2) passed a College of Education
screening (3) maintained at least
a 2.0 grade average (4.) and indicated an interest in working
with students who need extensive
personal attention.
Applicants must also have the

funds to support themselves during the nine month session.
SUCESSFUL COMPLETION of
the project will lead to teacher
certification for those students already holding bachelor's degrees
and fulfillment of professional educational requirements for undergraduates .
The traditionally required professional education course will be
completed through a basic . approac hutilizing seminars, individual student projeets and study,
and intensive internship and professional laboratory experiences.
THE SEMINAll approach will
include discussions of theory as
related to the students project
participants are working with, development of strategies for teaching these individuals singly, and
discussions with teams of UNM
professors and master cooperating teachers.
(Continued on page 4)
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Freshmen
Every Tuesday and Thursday
this summer 60 new freshmen
will attend UNM's summer orientation. The purpose of these summer orientation sessions is to
acquaint the incoming freshmen
and his parents with the university.
Margaret Martin attendance
co-ordinator for summer orientation, says that 821 people have
attended the meetings to date.
417 of these will attend UNM this
fall. The remaining 404 were
parents and observers.

Visit U. Campus
These students and their parents came to the all day session
from all over the United States.
So far this summer Oklahoma,
Colorado, Kansas, California,
South Dakota and New Jersey
have been represented.
The program begins at 8 a.m.
with registration in the Union
Theater. During the morning the
students and their parents listen
to talks by Dean of Men H. V.
Mathany, Dean of Women Helen
Whiteside and representatives
from Student Aids, Placement,

. '

Housing and Honors. At 11 a.m.
the students and parents divide
into separate groups for a general orientation.
After lunch the groups meet
for a general session on freshman and University College. At
3 p.m. the gtoups are divided
again. The parents attend a question and answer session and the
new students are oriented in small
groups to the University College
Building and the Student Health
Center.
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Loan Funds Cui: Back;
U. Students Affected
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By UNM News Bureau

UNM -

with Rob Burton
When Sandia Base's General
Edmund DuBois spoke recently
about the reasons for America's
'continued involvement in Viet
Nam, he revealed an interesting
attitude toward the meaning of
Christianity. Evidently a militant
Christian, he said, "Our role in
Viet Nam is an expression of the
highest Christian morality, for
we demonstrate that we do consider the Vietnamese to be worth
dying for.''

So we continue to die for the
V•ie.tnamese like Vice-President
Ky, whose only hero, he says, is
Adolf Hitler. We die for President Thien, whose chief virtue is
his uncompromising loyalty to the
United States of America, a very
easy sort of virtue indeed. We die
for a government so unpopular it
must intimidate and imprison
non-communist opponents in its

* * *

--CXSON

Radical Rush
Apathy and activism have long been considered UNM's
most serious problems within the student body, the former
because there's too much of it, and the latter because there's
too little. But neither may be all that it's cracked up to be.
Apathy, in many cases, turns out to be the result not of
no interest, but rather the result of plenty of interest in
non-University activity.
This is often due to the high number of city students who
reside at home and maintain their friends and interests
from high school days. When these people lose their neighborhood interests they then often transfer to another school,
outside the city.
Activism, on the other hand, seems to be limited because
of what can be called a lack of horizontal communication.
There are small groups, each generally unaware of the
other, spread over the cross-section of UNM students.
What keeps them apart is the commuter nature of the
school, which limits the on-campus activity of many would-be
activists to class-time hours. These same factors serve to
keep others apart at UNM as well, but some have been
:fairly successful in bringing together students with similar
interests.
:
Who has been the most successftd? Sorority and f~ter
nity rush annually brings together a great many students
to regenerate UNM greek organizations.
Typically, greek-rush activities are of a social nature; and,
some suggest, of a credit-rating nature. But what is useful
for radicals to consider here is the idea of "radical rush" as
an attempt to build much needed horizontal communication.
Radical rush could offer activities of a more meaningfuli.e., radically different-nature to the campus activist:
speakers could offer discussions relating to where education's at UNM; workshops could outline possible action; and
some kind of program to keep radicals in touch during the
year could be worked out.
Radical rush need not pledge memberships in an organization patterned after fraternities. Its most important possibility lies in its chances of bringing UNM radicals together.
Radical rush might finally produc~ such services for UNM
as the Associated Students government has been unwilling
or unable to initiate.
The possibilities for organized radicals at UNM may be
boundless, and student power here must wait until the day
when radicals determine to go after it.
Then draft counseling might be made available to ASUNM
students, in loco pruromtis fetters might at last be struck,
students might ga:hr. a participatory role in academic affairs,
and a thorough ~se evaluation might be undertaken.
'/'here's plenty of esi.e at UNM for one or another of these
'Innovations. All it takes is &i.-Jaftization.

~
\
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All this gets quite balled up,
however, when one considers that
it is also the Vietnamese whom
we kill in VietNam. We kill (by
Department of Defense figures"body count," that is) "65,000 .
Vietnamese a year, .although we
try to take away their nationality by calling them "the communists." We kill an estimated 100,000 more civilians who happen to
get in the way each year, .and
wound and maim another quarter
of a million. :What the hell is
Christian anymore?
Obviously we need to differentiate exactly which Vietnamese
are worth dying for. And how
much it is worth, anYWay?

. .

hand-picked National Assembly,
and so ineffective it can't honestly or effectively distribute the aid
we send the Vietnamese.
Perhaps we are dying for the
wrong sort of people.
Meanwhile, the Vietnamese
peasant is dying to get us out of
his country. Isn't it time we
brought our Christian traditions
home?

State of Affairs

CAROL ROTH, UNM student, is tempted to go
on the Hawaii Alumni Holiday by Betty Scales,
the first person to sign up for the trip, Bub Henry,
Director of Alumni Relations, and Ken Gattas,.
Program Advisor. The Hawaii Alumni Holiday

Johnson's Crime
CommissionWhat's It Supposed to Do?

will leave Albuquerque Dec-. 1 on a week long
visit to Hawaii which will be highlighted by the

two basketball games between UNM and the University of Hawaii. Swimming and sightseeing are
expected to be the most popular pastimes. The
Alumni Holiday is open to all alumni, faculty, students, friends of UNM and their families for tlJ.e
low price of $329. (Photo by Miloglav.)

Dr. Kolbert Says

By CLAYTON FRITCHEY

At the conclusion of its first for action to get at the causes
week of hearings, it is obvious of violence-poverty, inadequate
that the President's new Com- education, etc.-and, of course,
mission on the Causes and Pre- the Administration is moving with
vention of Violence has no co- all posible vigor in those areas.''
herent idea of what it is sup- ·
* * *
posed to do, or, rather, what there
The exhaustive report of the
is left for it to do.
President's National Commission
on
Crime-1966-is an incomparDr.
Milton
Eisenhower,
the
* * *
So far it has been worth nearly chairman, invited a "brain bank" able study of its kind. The more
30,000 American lives, and we con- of experts in sociology, history, recent-1968-report of the Prestinue to lose men at a rate of 160 and law to Washington, and told ident's National Advisory Comthem that "we must rely on you mission on Civil Disorders is
to 200 a week.
Originally all Viet Nam was to direct us to the important work equally comprehensive and forthcosting us was money and equip- that has already been done in right. They have left the new
ment. When President Eisenhower the field of violence and to tell Commission on Violence little to
was asked at the 1963 Governor's us what work still needs to be do.
Why, for instance, can't we get
Conference what it was that was done."
If he instead had summoned adequate gun control laws? Why
worth paying 400 million dollars
a year for in Indochina, he ex- Princeton Prof. Eric F. Goldman, are Americans willing to have
plained that that was how highly a former Special Assistant to their cars, dogs, wives, husbands,
we valued the tin and tungsten in President Johnson, he could have drug prescriptions, bicycles, passhad all the answers the Commis- ports, etc registered, but fanaticthe area.
Clearly inflation now has in- sion needs in one brief letter that ally resist the registration of
creased the value of the tin and Goldman wrote for the "President guns? It is an aberration peculiar
tungsten beyond all comprehen- four years ago, on June 12, 1964, to the U.S.
sion-today it costs us 30 billion to be exact. The letter, addressed
* * *
Dr. Eisenhower's panel might
dollars a year. Actually, now, all to a friend of Johnson's, read as
also check the accepted notion that
the tin in the world isn't worth follows:
"The President has asked me crime is rapidly increasing in the
that much, but the importance of
tin and tungsten has lang been to thank you for your memoran- U.S. It is true that the FBI,
forgotten. Now we're fighting for dum in which you propose a Pres- whenever its annual appropriamen's minds (or souls. I can't be idential Commission to study viol- tion comes before Congress, makes
the headlines with new scare
sure.) and, General DuBois as- ence in the United States.
Of course, he shares your con- stories reporting a soaring crime
sures us, in a most Christian tracern and agrees with your ob-" rate. This year it is supposed to
dition.
jective,
but he does not feel that be up 17 per cent; last year it
* * *
the
establishment
of such a com- was put at 20 per cent.
There are some 12 million VietIn the U.S. crime has often
mission
at
the
present
time would
namese in the south zone, ostensibly for whom we die. However, be wise. For one thing, there is been an excitable political issue.
since up to 86 per cent of those danger in establishing too many National surveys in 1936 showed
whom we fight (and, presumably, commissions because that tends Americans thought crime was a
kill) are southern peasants, per- to dilute their ·effectiveness in more serious problem than the
haps we're not dying for just public opinion. For another thing, Great Depression. In 1938 they
we already know so much about thought John Dillinger, the bank
any old Vietnamese.
Indeed, we die for a very limit- the root causes of violence that it robber, was a greater menace
ed part of the Vietnamese popu- is difficult to see how such a com- than Hitler. In 1968 they seem to
lation. Who are they? They are mission would add a great deal to think homicide is more serious
than war and drunken driving
the aristocrats from the French our knowledge.
The problems seems to be less which every year kill infinitely
colonial days, they are the Saigon
bureaucrats, they are the ex- a need for further study than more Americans.
French collaborators in civilian
and military walks of life, and
they are the absentee landlords
who have done so much to provoke to revolt the peasants whom
Published daily except Tuesdays every -regular WeeK o:r Wl! u.tu. .. -=.u,,..., ., ......... uJ
Board of Student l'ubllcntlono of the As!ocinted Students of the University of New
we kill.
Mexico. Second-class postnge paid at Albuquerque, New l\lox.ico, Printed by the UNM
These for whom we die are the Printing Plant. Snbt!cription rnte: $4.50 :for the school year. T11c opinions exprroscd on
very antithesis of nationalism, the editorial pages of The New :Mexico Lobo do not necessarily rcprosent the viewu of
Associated Students or the University,
that other tattered banner Pres- tho
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Language Studies Needed
The knowledge of foreign languages is a necessity in the modern world, claims Dr. Jack Kolbert, a UNM professor of modern and classical languages.
"The study of languages is imperative," Dr. Kolbert declares.
"But such a study should really
be started long before college
age and should continue for
many years, certainly until the
language has been adequately
learned."
"COLLEGE
GRADUATES,"
he states, "should be citizens of
a. world of 1968. That is, they
must be able to function in business, tourism, the professions,
and in daily human contacts with
people who are often non-English speakers. The citizen of the
1970's should be oriented to the
Spanish-speaking lands to the
south of us as well as to a dynamic western Europe in which
French, German, or Italian are
virtually unavoidable. There is
no reason why American college
graduates should not be linguistically and culturally the equals
of their counterparts from other
lands of the western world.''
Dr. Kolbert, whose speciality is
French, cites the wide use of languages other than English in the
western hemisphere. He points
out that French is widely used in
the new world: in French Guiana,
South America, on certain major
islands of the Caribbean, in pockets of New England, and above
.ull among the rapidly-expanding
French populations of Canada.
IN ADDITION to his concern
for languages, Dr. Kolbert has
done extensive work in the field
of French literature. Currently
he is completing a "definitive
study'' of the famed, late French
author, Andre Maurois, whom he
knew well.
Dr. Kolbert will soon publish
guide-books to "The Stranger,"
by Camus, and "The Red and the
Black,>' by Stendhal. At the same
time, he has busied himself continuously with studies of a smal-

STUMPED?

ler scale. This spring he publish- contemporary art merge. The culed an article in New York on tures of the distant past blend
Maurois' recent death and ex- with those of a nuclear-electronic
pects a major essay on the history age. Out of the fusion of three
of the prominent Paris literary cultures one can find a special
journal, "Les Nouvelles Litter- kind of vitality.''
Dr. Kolbert has taught at the
aires," to appear in the east this
university level for 20 years-he
fall.
With a UNM colleague, Prof. began teaching during his senior
Claude Book, he expects to com- year in college.
At UNM Dr. Kolbert looks
plete this year a second-year
forward to the day when there
textbook reader.
DR. KOLBERT IS engaged in will be smaller class loads and
a long-range project of survey- fewer students in each class, so
ing the history of French liter- that "the teacher may reach the
ary criticism through its major student in a much more direct
literary manifestations, from the and all-encompassing way.''
Renaissance through the surrealHis major courses at UNM inist movement.
clude a seminar on his speciality,
He is enthusiastic about New literary criticism, as well as on
Mexico and the Albuquerque area French poetry from its origins
after living here three years. to the present, and the French
"Here," he says, ''folklore and novel of the last two centuries.
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Several hundred UNM students
are going to have a tougher time
this fall than last year scraping
together enough money for col-·
lege.
Banks, especially in Albuquerque and other university-located
cities, have backed away from the
state guaranteed loan program.
National Defense Student Loan
funds and work-study federal
funds available to UNM students
have been reduced.
"LAST YEAR I certified $616,000 in state-guaranteed ;private
bank loans for students," Jack
Sheehan, UNM's Director of Student Aid, said. "By July 23 this
year I had certified only $92,000
worth of loans in the same category."
Between 800 and 900 students
last year participated in the
guaranteed bank loan program to
finance their educations. This
year the banks have picked up
only about 100 student loans.
"The big pinch is in Albuquerque and other cities where there
are universities with a heavy demand for .the loans," Sheehan
said. "In other c o m m u n i t i e s
where there are not so many college students the banks are continuing to make the loans."
THE GUARANTEED loan program provides for a simple six
;per cent interest rate. Banks are
not interested in investing a great
deal of money at that rate, now
below market. Legislation which
would raise the rate to 7 per cent
is pending in Congress, but may
not be enacted into law before
the fall semester starts.

Union Plans Food Service Changes
For Coming School Year, Krbec Says

An improved food services
area, the establishment of a service center and a new look for the
building are a few of the changes
being made in the Student Union
Building at UNM.
CHANGES AND improvements
in the building include a new
seating plan in the main cafeteria which will provide more
seating space and an additional
dining area.
The additional area is located
at the south end of the building's
main :floor and was formerly the
Desert Room.
FINANCE, scheduling and activities staffs of the SUB have
been combined to form the New
Mexico Union Service Center on
the second :floor of the building.
Plans are also being made to
redecorate the lounge areas of
the building in order to "add
colors to the building and pro-

NEED MONEY?
Be a sales representative for a sociopolit~atirical
new poster line.
Ideal for individuals and organi%a•
tions. Write for complete poster
profit kit:
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
Box 427 Way-.ata, Min. 55391

August 2, 3, & 4
objets de virtu

In Old Town

vide a visual ex,perience for the
students," said Krbec.
Changes will include the reupholstering of the Esther
Thompson Lounge at the east end
of the lounge area on the main
:floor and the retileing of three
major areas of the SUB. The
main food service area, lobby
area and games area are scheduled to be reo-tiled August 10,
Krbec said.
Krbec said that he wanted to
mal{e the building "not a place
the students have to come to, but
a place they want to come to.''

CAMPUS lAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
ond laundry
It's c~(lnsidel
Counselor Always or> l>uiy
2106 Central 5.1?.
247..0936

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career •••
consult

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
·Office Hours by Appointment
124 Washington SE

"Even if the rate is upped one
per cent, banks locally probably
won't be tempted to invest much
money in the loans," Sheehan
predicted. They have indicated
they can make more ~roductive
loans elsewhere and some have
said they have invested all the
money they can afford in sutdent
loans.
A total of $368,000 is available
for low interest, long-term NDSL
loans to UNM students this year,
compared with $446,000 last year,
Sheehan said.
"And, because of the pinch on
the bank loans, we have more
applicants thiR year for NDSL
money," he added.
NDSL LOANS are made by the
federal government and eligibility limitations are somewhat
stricter than for the guaranteed
bank loans.

Come to the Fair!

Added Improvements

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE

~ ~~
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Phone 265-8288

for the EVELYN WOOD
Courses Starting
in September
Demonstrations at the State Fair, at
UNM registration, at Univ. of Albuq.
registration at College of S.F. registration and at 207 Dartmouth NE.
~~

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
Sponsored by Lyceum
e~~~•207 Dartmouth NE
Phone 265-6761
Applying Our Study Techniques
Can I!n!lrove Your Grades and
Sp-eed-Up Your Studying

Thursday, August 1,1968

EXICO

Change Is l-lere
will

By DAVE BAKER

THE SCHOOL OF LAW'S new Bratton Hall to
be located on north campus will begin construe-

tion next year. (UNM Photo.)

Talks Used for Propaganda
(C<Jntinued from page 1)
DRV commits itself from now on,
as in the past, to refrain from
bombing and all other acts of war
on the entire territory of the

tJ.S."
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AMBASSADOR HARRIMAN
called this proposal, which is to
me quite logical, a "fantastic suggestion. All Vietnamese and all
Americans know that the DRV
planes never flew over the U.S.,
and DRV bombs have never been
dropped on U.S. cities. The destruction of Detroit, Newark,
Watts, Washington, Baltimore,
and others was caused by the citizens of the United States, not by
the Vietnamese.
.
But, unexpectedly, the best defense for the DRV, the man who
proved that the U.S. is indulging
in ''fantasy and propaganda" is
no other than General William.
Westmoreland, the former commander-in-chief of the U.S. expeditionary forces in Viet Nam
and the future Chief of Staff of
the U.S. Army. In a statement
at the LBJ Ranch in Texas on
May 30, Westmoreland made these
fantastic points:
"The North Vietnamese are
strangers to the people in the
South." Gen. Westmoreland indeed has rewritten the history of
Viet N am. The C<Jnstitution of
South Viet Nam of 1967 (by no
means a liberal or good document)
says in Article I: Viet Nam is an
independent, unified, territorially
indivisible Republic. Article 107
of the same Constitution adds:
"Article I cannot under any circumstance be amended."
Perhaps Westmoreland, as a de
facto Governor General of South
Viet Nam, can change the Constitution of South VietNam. But
no conqueror in the past has been
successful in changing the history
of Viet Nam and dividing its people. No one will be in the future.
GENERAL WESTMORELAND
should know, having been in
South Viet N am for the last three
years, that General Ky came from
the North as did most of the high
officials in the Saigon regime. Did
General Westmoreland read what

General Ky declared recently? Ky
said, "The whole world today
respects Ho Chi Minh and Vo
Nguyen Giap. Who are they? Are
they not Vietnamese too? Why
cannot we find a man in the South
and make him respected by the
whole world? It is because our
leaders are nothing but old fashioned slaves." (Saigon POST, May
23, 1968).
"The only .victories of the
enemy in the last few years have
been in the propaganda field." If
that is true, why then has the
U.S. in the last few years sent
hundreds of thousands of troops
and thousands of planes, instead
of propagandists from Madison
Avenue, to beat off the National
Liberation Front? What happened during the TET offensive and
what is happening during the present and continuing attacks on
the main cities and main bases?
What took place at the U.S. Embassy in Saigon in the early morning of January 31, 1968? A protocol visit? Why have the U.S.
casualties in recent weeks been
the highest in the whole war, averaging 500 dead a week?
"The enemy seeins to be approaching a point of desperation.
His forces are deteriorating in
sU:ength and quality." In the
same statement, Westmoreland
said that approximately 90,000
North Vietnamese soldiers are in
the South with more arriving every day. How can a deteriorating
army defy B-52's, defoliation, gas
and rockets, bring in more men
and fight harder?
ONE MUST ALSO remember
that in November, 1967, when
Westmoreland was in Washington, the U.S. C<Jmmand in Saigon
claimed that the "enemy strength
is decreasing." During the same
visit, he said that "with 1968, a
new phase is now starting. We
have reached an important point
when the end begins to come into
view." That was just over two
months before the TET offensive. Did he mean the end of his
career as U.S. military commander in South Viet Nam?
In the same press conference,

he said, "The enemy was dealt
a mortal blow by the installation
of a freely elected representative
gdvernment." But General Ky
knows better. He recently admitted, "In most of the cases, the
men who have been elected in
South VietNam are not the men
pepole want, they do not represent the people. The people voted
for them because someone told
them to vote. Our last elections
were a loss of time and money, a
mockery. They were useful to
elect a regime which is wrong
and would immediately fall with a
revolution."
W estmorelandls s t at em en t,
which was an insult to the intelligence of the American public,
met with rebuke from the usually
moderate New York TIMES,
which said, "One of the fantasies
that has undermined U.S. policy
in VietNam has been the persistent official illusion that Viet
Nam. is tWo countries inhabited by
two separate peoples. General
Westmoreland reasserted this
myth when he told a President
press conference that the American objective is a 'free indep:mdent South VietNam' and that 'the
North Vietnamese are strangers to
the people of the South.' "
The tragedy is that too many
Americans and too many Vietnamese for too long have died for
so much fantasy and propaganda.

Union to Close
The first floor of the Union will
be closed Aug. 12-16 for the purpose of re-surfacing the tile
around the major traffic areas
near the Food Service and the
lobby. The first floor will be
closed immediately after the conclusion of the summer session.
During the shut-down period,
the Lobo room, located in the
Games Area, will offer a limited
food service. Candy, cigarettes,
and other services will be availat the Games Area Desk. Access
to the Games Area will be
through the Bookstore entrance.

Change is one of the few established uaditions at UNM.
F e w students can remember
when Santa Ana and Alvarado
Dorms didn't exist or when the
Mall between the SUB and Mesa
Vista Hall was a poorly paved
street. The next few years will
see even more changes on the
UNM campus.
The m o s t current of the
changes is the new dorm complex
located behind Hokona. Hall. The
$3,000,000 building which was
begun early in July, will be ready
for occupancy by the fall semester, 1969.
THE COMPLEX is designed to
house 375 upper-classmen. The
dining room facilities will be
equipped for over 1200 students.
Each housing unit will have
facilities for 50 residents. Two
students will share each bedroom. A study area and bathroom will be shared by two bedroom units.
The School of Law's new Bratton Hall will be located on North
Campus west of Stanford Blvd.
Van Dorn Hooker, UNM Architect, said the building will cost
approximately $1,000,000.
THE NEW BRATTON Hall
will include two amphitheater
classrooms, faculty and administrative offices, a large informal
study area, and a two-story library.
This branch of Zimmerman Library will house UNM's law book
collection. The northeast library
will be almost solid glass from

Students Needed
For Corps Posts
.(Continued from page 1)
Project participants may be
shifted to other assignments outside of the Albuquerque for comparison and contrast studies, but
project directors hope to concentrate most efforts directly in the
Job C<lrps Center.
Interested students are asked
to contact Dr. Robert Doxtater or
Dr. William Runge in the Department of Education.

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*GiiHer
*Brushes
Discount Prices

Our Seventv-Second Year of Editorial Fr~edom
Vol. 72, Section I
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The
United
Nations
Center
#8 Plaza Hacienda

CAMPUS
SEX"" Important
cNew 'Report
A definitive report on a two·
year study by a major university. Vance Packard describes the revolution in sex
attitudes and behavior of
college students here and
abroad. Just how far students have come--and will
go-with sex. His documented findings, based on
thousands of questionnaires
distributed throughout the
world are revealed in an
authoritative look at what
the"now" generation thinks,
feels and does about sex .
Don't miss this challenging,
direct and important feature

"SEX

Wednesday, September 11, 1968

Moddicatxon of hours for the
Miss Bazan felt that Dean
women's residence halls and sor- Whiteside would be favorable to
ority -houses will be the primary an hours modification or eliminaitcm of business to be considered tion if she was presented a conby UNM's Associated Women Stu- crete, detailed proposal for such
dents this year, AWS President changes.
Louise Bazan said Sunday.
Whiteside Favorable
Action to modify or completely
"Dean Whiteside has in the past
eliminate women's hours begun in been favorable to proposals that
earnest las~ semester, but no con- have given evidence of being well
crete proposal for change has thought out and throughly
been presented to Dean of Women studied, and I think she would
Students Helen Whiteside, as yet, respond to hours proposals in the
Miss Bazan said.
same way," Miss Bazan said.
One of the proposals to be conMiss Bazan said that any prosidered by the AWS at a meeting posals presented to Dean Whiteduring the third week of classes side would have to be first apis an extension of hours to 12 proved by the AWS council and
midnight Sunday through Thurs- executive board. The AWS counday, and 2 a.m. on Friday and cil is comprised of elected repreSaturday. Hours are currently 11 sentatives from the dormitories,
p.m. Monday through Thursday, sorority houses, and campus wom1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday en's organizations. The executive
and 12 midnight on Sunday.
board is elected by the members
of the AWS council.
Unlimited Hours
The more sweeping proposal
Another proposal to be considcalls for unlimited hours for all ered by A WS will be the extenwomen students in the residence sion of a special senior program
halls and sorority houses.
to include junior women. The curQuestionnaires c o n cern in g rent program allows senior wornhours modifications were distri- en students unlimited hours on
buted to women students by a Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Hokona Hall committee last
Eliminate Permission Slip
semester, but data from the quesA change made by A WS last
tionnaires has not yet been com- year (to be effective this semespiled, Miss Bazan said.
ter) was the eliniination of the

Advisement and registration for
UNM's 1968 semester begins today at 1 p.m. with more than 14,500 students expected to enroll in
prcpal'ation for the first day of
classes on Monday, Sept. 16.
Advisement appointments are
scheduled from 8:3(} a.m. to 5 p.m.
tomorrow and Friday with the
1 as t registration appointment
slated for 12 noon Saturday. Late
registration begins Sept. 16 and
concludes at noon on Sept. 21.
New University College students began new student orientation Monday evening. Orientation

for all new students, regardless
of college, was held Monday and
Tuesday. Figures on the total
number of new students for the
fall semester were not available
from the Office of Admissions and
Records as the office refused to
give an estimate.
The total of registered students
at the beginning of last year was
13,830. Of these, 13,470 were attending the campus in Albuquerque, while 360 were registered at
UNM's extension schools in Los
Alamos, Gallup, and Holloman
Air Force Base. There were 2238

McCall's

A last minute addition to the
class offerings has been made
by the department of journalism. The course, Journalism
253, a one hour credit arrangement with The Lobo, grants
credit in the college of Arts
and Sciences for Lobo staff
members. Students planning to
apply for Lobo staff ]li)Sitions
should sign up for the course
at. registration this week and
visit The Lobo office to make
application. Grading will be
done on the principles of passfail courses.

CAN STAY
ON TOP

OF YOUR

c

WANT ADS
FOR SALE
YETMAN HONDA 160 Hand built ~treef:
-dirt bike. Excellent condition. 242-8914.
1967 HONDA 305 scrambler. Better than
new condition. Ver:v fast. 242-8914.
STATION WAGON CHEV. lGGO. Ex·
ceUent condition. New air conditioner
& batter:v. Power steering, automatic
tra'liamisaion, :radio, heater, seat belts.
$650. Prof. s. Karni, 277-4145 or
345-1993.
1966 Mustang V-8 automatic. Air, Pow•r
st.!erlng. Phone 268-GG21.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS WANTED; New Mexico and
the entire west. Snlaris $6000. up. South•
west T"""h""' Asrenc:v, 1303 Ccriuat N.E.
Gym, at 2808% Cenual SE.
MEN: Need 100 oalcsmcu for £all semester. High commisaion, tl!mpomry em·
ployment. Send name, addl'CSII and
telephone no. to Stl!phen J'enkins, 11608
AtiB.ntlc Clt:v NE or eaU 298·3989.
SERVICES
TYPlNG. Are ~ou 'bugged' by spelling
. and ptmctuntion 1 Phone 242-0649.
NEED A TUTOR IN MATH? Call: Day,
247·8761 <>xt.. 46. Evening: 248-4816.

••• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts
by 2 unique cross-reference charts

~.~~~~~~~~--~
2. A Quick·Referenc·e Table indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that correspond to topics covered in chapte· •
of the Outline.

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINE.SS

DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUPATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

ON Dl SPLAY AT

associated students
bookstore
.
'

Lobo Photo by Shannon

The Hog Farm Family Portrait

'Hog Farm' Coming Friday

With Light, Sound Shows
The "Hog Farm" will converge
at UNM on the mall with a spectacle of light and sound shows,
psychedelic music, and anti-war
puppet shows to greet :registering
students on Weird Friday.
New freshmen and returning
students are asked to help build
two giant domes and bring "food
to share and drink, watermelon,
flowers, paint, smiles, love, guitars, drums • • . "' etc.
"This is not something to come
and watch. It is something to
take part in," a 10pokesman said.
The Radical Rush, a UNM student power coalition, is sponsoring the Hog Farm, a 35 member
Los Angeles hippie group, for
the happening beginning nQon
Friday, September 13.
The Radical Rush is sponsoring
Weird Friday in hopes of :recruiting new members for the newly
formed organization. In the gen-

tle Thursday tradition, the group
wants to bring students together
peacefully to hear ideas and express their own.
Microphones will be set up so
students can voice their opinions,
and there will be many amplifiers
for the two rock and roll bands.
Projectors will be set up in one
of the domes to show movies of
pigs, and buses with psychedelic
drawings will be displayed.
The anti-war puppet plays, presented by puppeteer Roy Swanson, will be held in the 30 foot
yellow dome. Swanson has presented his show at the Unitarian
Church and the Yale Street Grasshopper Bookstore.
The Hog Farm will be on campus before :Friday with "The
Hog" and will be on KUNM
Wednesday to preview the happening.

'Fiddler' Opening at U. Sept.

with BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

~------~--~--~--~
1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard
Textbooks indic11tes pages ih the ·outline
that summarize appropriate ;:hapters in
each text.

freshmen last year.
The increased figures this year
are presenting a problem to the
UNM Housing office. New residence halls were built last year
and a new one is in progress
north of Santa Clara Hall.
The data processing system for
registration should make the process a little easier than past
years. It was developed to cope
with the problems of a steadily
increasing population at UNM.
As in the past, the student will
report to his college office at an
appointed time for validation of
appointment time and then report to his advisor for approval of
his program of studies.

Bulletin

al all newsstands now

YOU

tures free. Season tickets at $5
are now available for the public
at the concert hall box office west
of Johnson Gymnasium. Singll~
event tickets will be $1.50 for
adults and $1 for school children
when they are available.

parent permission slip for women
students. The perm1ssron slip
made it mandatory that women
students have signed parent permission to check out of the dormitories and sorority houses for .
nights or weekends.
The only limitation in the new
system is that women students
will not be allowed to check out
for a local motel.
A "specials" program now in
operation in the residence halls
allows women students to extend
week night hours by one hour in
the event of a campus activity or
any other justifiable circumstance.
Under the system, freshman girls
are allowed two specials per
month, sophomores four, juniors
six, and seniors unlimited.
Extension of hours on week
nights and weekends would eliminate the specials program,
Miss Bazan said.
Many Women Want Hours
Reports from several counselors
in the women's residence halls
said that a large number of
women students polled last semester indicated that they would prefer hours limitations to unlimited
hours. Official results of the poll
have not been compiled, however,
Miss Bazan said.

Registration Begins Today

in Attgmt

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

No.1

Hours Revision Sought

On "rhe Campus"

LANGELL'S

Fulbright May Speak
(Continued from page 1)
100 cases his clients have received awards of over $100,000.
He has also written the six-volume "Modern Trial and Modern
Damages" and 12-volume "Trial
and Tort Trends.''
Powell, one of the most controversial political figures today,
was elected to represent New
York's Harlem district in the
House o:f Representatives in 1945
and setved there until the House
in 1967 refused to seat him. He
is now a candidate in a special
election to fill the vacant Harlem
seat. Poweli served • as chairman
of the House Committee on Education and Labor until he was
also stripped of the chairmanship.
PEALE'S BOOKS explaining
his philosophy. of a positive outlook have made him a. best-selling author and one of the best
known clergymen.
Goldberg is also an expert on
U.S. foreign policy. He has s~tv
ed as ambassador to the Umted
Nations as well a.s a supreme
court justice and secretary of
labor.
Staff and faculty members a.nd .
their families and students wxth
activity tickets attend the lee-

ceiling to floor and
provid~ a
spectacular view of the Sand_ias
from. the second floor readmg
rooms.
.
.
.
· A new swnmmng pool complex is also planned for construction behind Johnson Gym. This
group of three pools will include
an olympic size competition pool,
a training pool, and a diving
tank.
The olympic size pool will be
inclosed in a topless glass dome.
This pool will be gas heated in
the winter. Janice Olson, UNM
swimming instructor, says the
original plans for the pool called
for electric heating, but these
plans were abandoned when it
· was found that it would cost
more to heat the pool than it was
costing to heat the entire university.

SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

AICapp
To Spealt Here

Noted humorist, cartoonist, and
gadfiy Al Capp will !dele off the
1968-69 Spealcers Series in the
Concert Hall Wednesday, Sept.
18, at 8 p.m.

"Fiddler on the Roof,'' by
Sholom Aleichem, a play which
has won more awards than any
other AmeriClm musical, will
come to UNM's Popejoy Ball
Sept. 26, 271 and 28.
This touring <!ompany which
just opened in Dallas to rave reviews features cast and stars
pulled out of the New York company to make sure this edition is
of exceptionally high standards.
Joe Cusanelli, the male lead of
"Fiddler," has played Tevye over

100 times on Broadway as first
understudy. Tevye is an impoverished dairyman with five daughters-three of them marriageable,
but unfortunately for them-no
dOWl'Y·

In "Fiddler on the Roof" the
husky Mr. Cusanelli has played
not only Tevye, but Lazar Wolf,
the butcher, and Avram, the bookseiler, in both the New York and
West Coast companies of the
show.
Over the past three years, "Fid-

20~

dler" has become a way of life for
Cusanelli, who won "bravos''
from sophisticated New Yorkers
when he went on as standby for
the leading players in Manhattan.
His Tevye is the distillation of
years of musical theatre skill,
both on Broadway. and on tour,
and has a winning naturalness
and humorous personality sparkling all through it.
Single tickets are available to
UNM students with activity cards
at one-half the regular prir.e.
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